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Guide to using a hard copy of the On-entry assessment
This booklet enables you to accurately and consistently administer the On-entry tasks without using
the online system. Student responses must be uploaded into the system to finalise the assessments
and download the reports.
Before administering the assessments, please read the Handbook for principals, teachers and test
administrators which contains essential information about the program, the tasks and the changes to
the system for 2020.
Administering the assessments
The Administration Instructions included in this booklet contain the same information for each task as
the online system, i.e. the resources required, the instructions for administering each question and the
text to read aloud to the students. It is important to follow the instructions closely to ensure that each
student is provided with the same conditions and opportunities.
The text to read aloud to students appears in a speech bubble. Ensure that the text is read as it appears.
As the online system is interactive, student responses are recorded differently in the hard copy version,
i.e. record a tick for correct responses, a cross for incorrect responses and leave blank for questions not
attempted. This will ensure that when responses are entered into the system, they are entered
accurately.
Recording responses
The record sheet for entering students’ responses is found at the end of each task. Ensure the relevant
record sheet is accessible when administering the task.
Behaviours and Strategies
Recording the behaviours and strategies demonstrated by the student is not mandatory. Assessments
can be finalised and reports accessed if these responses are omitted. It should be noted; however, that
if this information is not recorded, some reports will contain blank cells. In addition, being able to
access this information is useful when planning future learning opportunities for your students.
Notes
The hard copy version does not provide the capacity to record noteworthy student behaviours
observed during the assessments. These behaviours should be noted separately and uploaded to the
system when entering student responses.
Entering student names
When using this version of the assessment, students’ names are not included. To save time, enter your
student names into one record sheet and then cut and paste the names into all relevant record sheets
before printing.
Printing the document
When printing this document, select single-sided.

M3 READING: Task 1 – Blending sounds

Instructions

RESOURCES
• ‘p words’ card
INSTRUCTIONS
Question 1
This task is assessing a student’s ability to segment a word into sounds and then blend the sounds to
pronounce a word accurately.
Do not prompt the student to sound out the word or to blend the sounds to pronounce the word.
Place the 'p' words card in front of the student.

Have a look at these words. The first word is pocket. Now I'll point to each word and I would like you
to tell me what it says. You may not know some of the words. Just have a go.

Point to each word and repeat the question below.
What is this word?

Scoring
Record the following:
Reads word - student pronounces the word accurately either with or without segmenting aloud.
Segments only - student says all sounds aloud including some blends but does not pronounce the word
accurately. See table below.
pepper

pe/pper

pep/per

p/e/pper

pedal

pe/dal

ped/al

p/e/dal

punnet

punn/et

pun/net

p/u/nnet

practical

prac/ti/cal

pr/act/ti/cal pr/ac/ti/cal

pentagon

pen/ta/gon penta/gon

pe/n/ta/gon

Incorrect - student blends sounds incorrectly or says single sounds.

p/e/pp/er

p/u/nn/et

Students
segments only

practical
reads word

segments only

punnet
reads word

segments only

pedal
reads word

pepper
segments only

reads word

segments only

reads word
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Record sheet
pentagon

M3 READING: Task 2 – Blackie’s Holiday
Instructions
RESOURCES

• Blackie’s Holiday reading book
• Blackie’s Holiday running record sheet - 1 per student (Q3)
INSTRUCTIONS
Have the record sheet accessible to record the student’s responses.
Allow the student to look through the book to answer the questions but do not read any text aloud or
provide assistance.
Question 1
Place Blackie’s Holiday in front of the student, cover face up.
Have a look at the cover of the book but don't open it yet.
The title of the book is Blackie’s Holiday.
What does the writing under the picture tell us?

Point to the text about the author and illustrator if necessary.
If the student reads the words, ask them for more information.

Question 2
Leave Blackie’s Holiday in front of the student, cover face up.
This book is called Blackie's Holiday. I will read the first page to you.
Turn to pages 2 & 3. Read Page 3 aloud to the student.
Now I'd like you to read the rest of the book to me.
While the student is reading aloud, complete the Running Record. Encourage the student but do not
provide any assistance.
If the student is unable to read the book or when they are struggling, ask them to turn through the
pages and look at the pictures.

Question 3
Record responses for Question 3 (accuracy and self-correcting) based on the Running Record
completed during the oral reading.
The responses can be entered onto the record sheet or directly online at the end of the task if
preferred.
continued…

Question 4
Close Blackie’s Holiday and leave it in front of the student.
I'm going to ask you some questions about the story? You can look back through the book if you
need to.
Why did Blackie have a holiday?

Correct responses include:
• Uncle Jim was going away.

• Uncle Jim went camping.

• Blackie couldn’t go with Uncle Jim

Incorrect responses include:
• Uncle Jim needed someone
to look after Blackie.

• Blackie wanted to stay with
Kate.

• Blackie wanted a holiday.

Question 5
Tell me two things Kate did that showed she likes Blackie.
Correct responses include:
• made a mouse for Blackie
• cuddled Blackie

• tried to play/played with Blackie
• stopped Blackie running away

• let Blackie sleep on her bed

Incorrect responses include:
• gave Blackie food.

• took Blackie home

• looked after her (not specific enough)

Question 6
Kate's family don't have a pet of their own. Show me the page where it tells us that?
Correct responses include:
• page 9

Question 7
Did Blackie like staying with Kate? Allow student time to respond.
How do you know?
Correct responses include:
• No. Blackie tried to run away.
• No. Blackie missed Uncle Jim.
Incorrect responses include:
• No. Kate was mean to Blackie.
continued…

• No. Blackie wanted to go home.

• Yes (regardless of the reason).

Question 8
Turn to pages 10 and 11. Ensure the book is facing the student.
Why did Mum drop the washing?

Correct responses include:
• she was trying to catch Blackie
• so she could catch Blackie

• so she could stop Blackie running away
• she couldn’t hold the washing and stop Blackie

Incorrect responses include:
• Blackie tripped her.

• Blackie knocked her over.

• Blackie jumped on her.

Question 9
Turn to pages 12 and 13. Ensure the book is facing the student.
Why did Dad open the kitchen window?
Correct responses include:
• He burnt the toast.
• to let in some fresh air

• He was letting the smoke out.
• The kitchen was getting smoky

Incorrect responses include:
• to let Blackie out

• Blackie wanted to go outside.

Question 10
Turn the book to page 16. Ensure the book is facing the student.
Why did Uncle Jim come home early?
Correct responses include:
• There was going to be a big storm.
• He was going to get wet.

• A storm was coming.
• You can’t camp in the rain.

Incorrect responses include:
• He missed Blackie.
• He wasn’t having a good time. • He wanted to see Kate.
• Blackie was sad.
• Blackie wanted him to come home.

Students
Q3 (oral reading)
accuracy
self-correcting

correct

no self-correction

consistent selfcorrection
inconsistent selfcorrection

self-correcting not
required

more than 10 errors

6-10 errors

Q2
(oral reading – fluency)

1-5 errors

no errors

tells a story based on
pictures

1 page or less

word by word reading

Q1

entire book - some
fluency
most of the book limited fluency

entire book fluently

general response

author OR illustrator

author AND
illustrator

M3 READING: Task 2 – Blackie’s Holiday
Record sheet Q1-4
Q4

Q6

Q7

Q8

Q9

Q10

correct

correct

correct

correct

correct – 1 action

Students

correct – 2 actions

Q5

Record sheet Q5-11

correct
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M3 READING: Task 3 – Tap Dancing Star

Instructions

RESOURCES
• Tap Dancing Star reading book
INSTRUCTIONS
Sit next to the student for this task.
Have the record sheet accessible to record the student’s responses.
Question 1
Place Tap Dancing Star in front of the student, face up.
Point to the title.
The story is called Tap Dancing Star. I will read the book to you. Then I will ask you to retell me the
story.

Read the story to the student ensuring they can see the words and the illustrations.
Allow time for them to look at the illustrations before turning the pages but do not discuss the story or
the pictures.
Close the book when you have finished reading. Place the book closed on the table.
Do not allow the student to look through the book again at this stage.

Now I want you to retell the story in your own words.
Record all relevant responses based on the student’s retell.
The information below is provided to assist you to make consistent and accurate judgements.
Orientation includes:
• Li Ling loved dancing.

• Li Ling wanted to be a dancer.

• Li Ling watched lots of shows about dancing.
Events from the story includes:
• Li Ling's dad took her to dancing classes.
• Li Ling went to dancing on Wednesdays.
• Li Ling's teacher was called Susie.
• Li Ling was in heaven when she was dancing.

• Li Ling practised everywhere she went.
• She practised at school, at home, the bus stop and in the car.
• She was practicing for the dancing concert.

Complication includes:
• Li Ling was stung by a bee and couldn't go in the concert.
• Li Ling rang Susie to tell her.
Resolution/ending includes:
• Li Ling was the compere for the concert.
• Li Ling had the best time ever.
continued…

• Li Ling still had a part in the concert. She was the compere.

Questions 2—5

NOTE: If you are not completing the Speaking and Listening assessment, move straight to
Question 6.
If you are completing the Speaking and Listening assessment, record responses for Q2-5 based
on the student’s retell.

Question 6
Turn to pages 2 and 3. Make sure the student can see the text and illustrations.
Read the text on page 2 aloud to the student.
Listen carefully while I read the next page.
Read page 3 aloud to the student.
What does that mean?

Correct responses include:
• She is imagining she is one of the people
on tv.
• She is pretending to dance in the show.
Incorrect responses include:
• Li Ling is on tv.

• She's imagining she is a
good dancer.
• Li Ling is imagining she
is one of those people.
• She is dancing on tv.

• Li Ling wants to be on tv.
• She is dreaming that she can
dance like that.

• She is dancing in the line.

Question 7
Turn to pages 4 and 5, leaving the book in front of the student.
What is happening in these pictures?
Correct responses include:
• She is going to dancing classes.
• Her dad took her to dancing school.

• She is learning to dance.
• Susie is teaching her to dance.

Question 8
Leave the book open to pages 4 and 5. Make sure the student can see the text and illustrations.
Point to the picture on page 5.
It says on this page, "Li Ling was in heaven."
What does that mean?
Correct responses include:
• Li Ling was very happy.

continued…

• Li Ling loved tap dancing.

• Li Ling thought dancing was the best thing ever.

Incorrect responses include:
• Li Ling was in heaven.

• Li Ling had died and gone to heaven.

• Li Ling was in the sky.

Question 9
Turn the book to pages 6 and 7. Make sure the student can see the text and illustrations.
Why are there four different pictures on these two pages?
Inferential responses include:
• it shows that Li Ling practised all
the time.
Literal responses include:
• to show the places she practised
Incorrect responses include:
• They wouldn't fit on the pages.

• to shows that Li Ling
practised everywhere

• because wherever she went she
practised

• that was where Li Ling did
tap dancing

• to show the people she
danced/practised with

• They didn't have enough
space/pages.

• to show Li Ling getting older

Question 10
Turn to pages 8 and 9. Make sure the student can see the text and illustrations.
What is happening on these two pages?
Correct responses include:
• They are preparing for the end of year concert.
• They are rehearsing for the end of year concert.
• They are doing the Billy Goats Tap and the Happy
Holiday song.
Incorrect responses include:
• They are in the concert.

• They are getting ready for the concert.
• They are doing the dances for the concert.
• These are the dances they need to learn for the
concert.

• They are doing a show.

Question 11
Turn the book to slowly past pages 10 and 11 and stop at pages 12 and 13. Make sure the student can
see the text and illustrations.
Read the text on page 12 aloud to the student.
But, on the day of the concert - disaster!
What was the disaster?
Note: If the student responds by saying, "Li Ling can't go in the concert," (or similar), you may prompt
them to provide more information.
Detailed responses include:

• Li Ling is really sad because now she couldn't

go in the concert.
• Li Ling really wanted to go in the concert but
now she can't because of the bee sting.
(implies distress)
continued…

• Li Ling had been practising for so long and now
she can't go in the concert. (implies distress)
• Li Ling is upset that she was stung by a bee
because she really wanted to go in the concert
and now she can't.

Minimal responses include:
• Li Ling was stung by a bee.
• Li Ling missed the concert.

• Li Ling can't go in the concert.
• Li Ling's foot hurt

Question 12
Turn the book to page 16. Make sure the student can see the text and illustrations.
How did Susie solve Li Ling's problem?
Correct responses include:
• She asked her to be the compere.
• She asked her to do the talking at the concert.
• She introduced the dancing.

• She did the announcements.
• She did what Susie was going to do.
• She said what was happening.

Question 13
Place the book in front of the student, front cover facing up.
This story is called Tap Dancing Star!
Do you think Li Ling was a tap dancing star in the story? (allow the student time to respond)
What makes you say that?
Correct responses include:

• Yes, because she practised a lot.
• Yes, she was a good compere.
• Yes, she was a good dancer before the bee sting.

• Yes, because she practised a lot.
• Yes, she was a good compere.
• Yes, she was a good dancer before the bee sting.

Incorrect responses include: yes/no without plausible explanation

M3 READING: Task 3 – Tap Dancing Star

Record sheet Q1

Events

1 event only

sequenced 4 or more
events

resolution/ending

complication

two or more events

orientation/context

Students

sequenced 2-3 events

Sequencing

(select all events included in retell regardless of order)

Students
3 or more prompts

Q4
(tone and pace)

1-2 prompts

no prompting required

does not vary tone or
pace

attempted to vary tone
and pace

Q3
(sentence structure)
varied tone and pace
effectively

simple only

simple and compound

Q2
(vocabulary)
used a variety of
sentence structures

limited vocab

same vocab as book

elaborated and
embellished on vocab

M3: Task 3 – Tap Dancing Star
ONLY RECORD THESE RESPONSES IF COMPLETING SPEAKING AND LISTENING ASSESSMENT

Record sheet Q2-5 (S&L)
Q5
(prompting)

Q8

correct

Q10
Q12
Q13

correct

Q11

correct

minimal response

detailed response

Q9

correct

literal response

inferential
response

Q7

correct

Students
Q6

correct

M3 READING: Task 3 – Tap Dancing Star
Record sheet Q6-13

